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Editorial on the Research Topic

Mesh Complications in Hernia Surgery

Hernia repair aims at restoring the integrity of the abdominal wall and its load-bearing capacity.
These aims are sought after with textile meshes augmenting the herniated abdominal wall.
The results are plagued by seroma formation, infections, pain and recurrences. Surgeons,
patients, hospital systems, and health policy makers throughout the world are eagerly seeking
better solutions.

Basic science in hernia research points toward genetic changes generating weak collagen (1).
Weak collagens are unable to sufficiently bear load (2). An unstable abdominal wall can result.
Advanced suture techniques can prevent most but not all burst abdomen and hernia (3). During
the wound healing, skin and subcutaneous tissue will cover the weak fascia-forming collagen. The
fascial dehiscence will be invisible from the outside. The repaired abdominal wall is thus open
to hernia formation (4). In due course, the dehiscence creates an instability with the biological
consequence of a seroma formation (5). A seroma easily gets infected with the wound infection
further facilitating hernia recurrence. The aggressiveness of bacteria is an important influence on
the infectious load (6). Pain is caused by small nerve fibers within the wound being inflicted by
microbial products such as lactic acid and by the stretching of the lax collagen beyond a fraction of
a millimeter. A recurrence is the obvious end of a mechanical overload.

We cannot change our genetic fittings or the aggressiveness of the microbiome surrounding us.
But we can create stronger defect closures. Material science advises us that pulse loads act as the
destructive force for compounds made from polymers such as tissues and textiles. In this sense,
strong defect closures can be defined as those which withstand pulse loads. In mankind, pulse loads
are caused by coughing, jumping, sharply bending and othermotions. In order to get a strong defect
closure, a load limit needed to be defined (7). An overload by daily activities should be prevented as
long as the incised abdominal wall heals. For this sake, an analysis of daily activities and the benefits
of abdominal binders are desperately needed (8).

Not all people are equal. Tissue quality needs to be assessed in the individual patient prior
to hernia repair. Frail people and athletes might be two cornerstones marking the continuum
of ordinary people, workers or hernia patients. The analysis of the individual tissue quality has
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become possible with the use of a bench test for cyclic loading
and advanced imaging techniques (9). The concept of an unstable
abdominal wall repaired by an individualized biomechanical
approach was condensed in the GRIP concept [gained resistance
toward impact related to pressure; (10)]. This approach is based
on the milestone consideration that not the mesh or an overlap
per se, but the mesh-defect-area ratio (MDAR) provide the
fundamental base for a durable repair (11).

Not all meshes or fixation elements are equal (12). Advanced
mesh material with well-known biomechanical properties
combined with sophisticated techniques can give excellent
clinical results (9, 13, 14). Material science works with coefficients
permitting engineers to build skyscrapers, supersonic airplanes
or just fitting a balcony to a house in an earthquake area.
Surgeons need such coefficients for the materials they use.
At this point in time, the first data are available. In the
future, most materials will be tested since regulatory agencies,
patients and health policy makers seek more durable repairs.
Surgeons can fulfill this wish once the required data are
available (14).

Mesh-related complications are costly and can appear years
after hernia repair (15). Long-term follow up requires registries
such as Herniamed R© (16, 17). Such a registry can be extended
for research purposes following patients for years (14). Patient-
reported outcomes should be included (18). Patient’s wishes

and expectations matter and should be considered for good
outcomes (19).

The hernia size has to be considered in abdominal wall
reconstructions (20). Mesh material properties are critically
underreported, depriving surgeons and patients alike from the
benefits of optimal surgical techniques (21). Nobody would
repair an airplane wing with sticky tape, some glue off the
shelf and prayers. In contrast, well-tested materials are used in
aviation industries by highly trained professionals according to
standard procedures. Such a strategy will be a future road to
avoid complications falsely attributed to the mesh. Preventing
instability of both the abdominal wall and the mesh repair is
an obvious path to more durable reconstructions in incisional
hernia. The findings detailed above may be generalized to other
types of hernia after future research. Instead of blaming the
meshes, the reconstructions as compound structures must safely
bear load during the healing process. With a Research Topic on
“Mesh-related complications,” Frontiers in Surgery contributed
to an ongoing discussion how make hernia repair better in
the future.
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